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Why not software support for these Whistler (MDL's TRX-1, TRX-2, WS1080, WS1095, WS1088, WS1098) This also applies to Radio Shack/GRE scanners PRO-668, PSR700, PSR800. We constantly receive calls to better programming software for these new Whistler Scanners. DA: 15 PA: 20 MOZ Rank: 35 Available Downloads for
WS1095 and WS1098 Scanners: EZ Scan Programming Software (WS1095Install) FOR PC Driver (WS 1095-Scanner-Driver.zip) CPU Firmware Installer (CPUUpdater_WS1095_U3 1.9.exe) Remote Control (demo) (ControlDemo2.1.exe) DSP (DSPUpdate) EZ Scan Programming Software (WS1095Install) PC Driver (WS1095-Scanner-
Driver-Driver.zip) CPU Firmware Installer (1.9.exe) Remote Control (demo) (ControlDemo-2.1.exe) DSP (DSPUpdate .exe) Library Database (dbfiles_###) Available downloads for TRX-2 model scanner: EZ Scan Programming Software (TRX-2Install) PC Driver (TRX-2_Scanner_Driver.zip ) CPU Firmware Installer
(CPUUpdater_TRX2_4.9.exe) Remote Control (demo) (ControlDemo2.1.exe) Remote Control Protocol (Whistler Remote Control Protocol V1.6.pdf) DSP (DSPUpdat.exe) library database (dbfiles_###) Anyone know scanner software similar to CHIRP? We need one... What scanner? FreeScan handles many uniden DMA Scanners (well,
mostly), Sentinel (different versions) is an HP series, etc. Unfortunately, GRE/RS/Whistler models are not freeware because, in part, there is a licensing fee to develop software that accesses these scanners. It was mandated initially by GRE, probably the same now in Whistler (because they basically bought the right GRE scanners) Mike
Unfortunately the GRE/RS/Whistler models are not freeware because, in part, there is a licensing fee for developing software that accesses these scanners. It was mandated initially by GRE, probably the same now in Whistler (because they basically bought the right GRE scanner) Mike[/QUOTE] Mile, Whistler's EZscan with a free
download from their site. Also iscan for some Radio Shack scanners.at Radio Shack. FreeScan Anyone know about scanner software similar to CHIRP? We need one... FreeSCAN - Sixspot Software FreeSCAN, award winning freeware program programming uniden SC230, BC246T, UBC3500XLT, BR330T, BCD396T, BC346XT(C),
BCD396XT, BCT15X, BCD996XT, BCT15 and BCD9966T, BCD996P2 national security scanners (436 and 536 will not be supported). FreeSCAN allows you to download and upload programming, remote control scanner, log hits, and supports printing from systems and groups. It will run on Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 &amp; 8.
Unfortunately, the GRE/RS/Whistler models are not freeware because, in part, there is a licensing fee to develop software that accesses these scanners. It was mandated initially by GRE, probably the same now in Whistler (because they basically bought the right GRE scanner) Mike Mile, Whistler's EZscan with a free download from his
site. Also Iscan for some Radio Shack scanners.at Shack. As far as I know, EZ Scan is a virtual control app and does not programming required by the DS. Mike If it's similar to what EZ Scan was for the PSR-800, it's similar to the function of the Uniden Sentinel. It is used to manage and load information into a scanner. It's been a while
since I had to use the PSR-800, but I don't remember the virtual control feature. As far as I know, EZ Scan is a virtual control app and is not programming, which is what op asks for. Mike I *think* we're mixing apples and oranges here, and getting the words confused. I see EZ-Scan versions trx-1 and 2 (for example), but they are included
with scanners on a special SD card (and I wouldn't call it freeware, either altho I could assign that because they have it on their website as a free download.....). They're not a third-party programming app (actually no third-party programming apps for Whistler/RS/GRE SD scanners), freeware or otherwise What I think about (and maybe
you're also) is here... interesting enough, Whistler has released protocols remote as PDF on the same page (and it's very specific about it) – but no programming interface... I just skipped through a team on this page, and nothing there is usable is actually programming radio with talkgroups, frequencies, etc. Mike Last edited: Jan 8, 2017
So that folks don't get confused – EZ Scan name refers to several different versions of that software – one PSR-800 is here... GRE America Inc. Although I would like to quibble that the original software is again on an SD card that is supplied with a scanner and hardly freeware, because even if you downloaded it from above, it's only good
with psr-800. It's almost free in my book Mike Which version and on which radio? Mike Because the software you use depends on what you do. #1 if you mod you only use the Whistler 1080 version for easy scan. #2 if you are using stock 668 firmware you can only use the RS software version. So to offer the right answer I was asking so I
could offer the right answer. I'm new to this. I just purchased a Digital Trunking Handheld Radio Scanner. Whistler WS1040. I do not understand that I have to buy the software now to download so I can get my freq. I'm trying to get harrison county &amp; Gregg county. I have purchased RadioReference when I check and find the software
to download my freq. they want $39.99. It was my understanding it was free via internet service if you paid RadioReference. I am 65 and totally disabled and it would be a great comfort to listen. Any help would be appreciated. twyntoo@outlook.com Sorry you misunderstood ws1040 gre500 gre600 rs106 rs197 all require you to buy the
software and you must also become a premium subscriber (part you Not sure, but you're not the first person to believe it. But the fact is 3 people who make software that works with your scanner are not the owners of this site they are members of just like you. Uniden bcd436hp and bcd536hp together with whistler ws1095 ws1098 trx-2
ws1080 ws1088 and trx-1 are all free to download the database because dealing with the owner for a fee to use the database here. Thank you for your reply. I'll pay just to get my scanner programmed properly. You can program your scanner manually, but this is my humble opinion of the huge PITA. The software is an excellent
investment which, incidentally, includes all future updates, and I do not mind at all premium subscription fees. They help keep this site running smoothly. Let's face it, RR is a huge resource for scanner and radio enthusiasts of all kinds. And when I need to make changes to the program on my GRE500 type scanner, I can make it heck
much easier than using a key pad, or even software without library importing options. My scanner whistler 1040 says it is empty I do not know to the program that can be functional. This survey is pointless; as I understand it, gre (the original patent owner) would not allow firmware to be released in the public domain, so anyone who
encoded the software these scanners had to pay a fee, and also had the NDA (non disclosure agreement) in place. So forget any free software, at least in the near future. There are 3 packages for these radios, and 2 of them – ARC500 and Win500 – are user guides to help you along. The other is the USSREdit500. They are all linked
here, along with their respective user manuals (if they are one) Object Oriented Scanner Software – RadioReference Wiki Mike Programming Software is the only way to go with today's complex radio systems. I have the same radio of the year it was introduced and I have used butel ARC500 software with good results. Other than my
latest scanners that came with my software, I have used Butel products on several other radios. Premium subscription to RR and good software will save a lot of time and be more accurate than hundreds of button presses if you do it manually. How about WS1065 will programs work for that one too? The above software will work with
WS1040, WS1065, PSR-500, PSR-600, PRO-106, PRO-197, PRO-651 and PRO-652. They all use the same data format, although some values vary by model. Mike Whistler 1040 Programming.... There are 3 packages for these radios, and 2 of them – ARC500 and Win500 – are user guides to help you along. The other is the
USSREdit500. They are all linked here, along with their respective user manuals (if they have one) Object Oriented Scanner Software - RadioReference Wiki Mike No. three software mentioned - ARC500 - Whistler WS1040 WS1065 RadioShack PRO106 PRO-197 PSR-500 PSR-600 PRO-106 PRO-106 PRO-197 PRO197 PSR500
PSR600 PRO651 PRO652Software not win500 $39.95 WIN500 - Win500: WS1040, WS1065, PSR-500, PSR-600, PRO-651, PRO-652, PRO-106, PRO-197, PSR-310, PSR-410 Scanner Software data management, monitoring and control $30.00 RSREdit - PSREdit500 - Configuration Editor psr-500, PSR-600, PRO-106, and PRO-197
Scanners $35.00 What's better? Ease of Use, Reliability, etc. All Comments - I am also new to the Site and 1040. Thanks for the help. Great Site i just can't understand why people don't do their homework before buying such an expensive piece of electronics. it's not if you go to the store and pluck the scanner off the shelf. you must
purchase over the Internet . any site that sells these scanners has all the info on the software and downloads. of course, there are additional costs... nothing is free.. a little googling and you will find that with your model scanner what requirements are getting it up and running. something googled radio related RR comes up as the first
search results and all the info on any radio.software is right here.. it's not 1,975 people. ....... Ok rant over.. have a nice day Of the three softwares mentioned - ARC500 - Whistler WS1040 WS1065 RadioShack PRO-106 PRO106 PRO-197 PRO197 PSR-500 PSR-600 PRO-106 PRO106 PRO-197 PRO197 PSR500 PSR600 PRO651
PRO652Software not win500 $39.95 WIN500 - Win500: WS1040, WS1065, PSR-500, PSR-600, PRO-651, PRO-652, PRO-106, PRO-197, PSR-310, PSR-410 Scanner Software for Data Management, Monitoring, and Control $30.00 RSREdit - PSREdit500 - Configuration Editor for the PSR-500, PSR-600, PRO-106, and PRO-197
Scanners $35.00 Which is the better? Ease of Use, Reliability, etc. All Comments - I am also new to the Site and 1040. Thanks for the help. Great Site All three come with a 30 day free trial. They are fully functional these thirty days. My suggestions are to download all three and spend thirty days working with all three. By the end of the
free trial period, then you must have a better idea of which one is the better for you. In fact, all three work well, but they all have their quirks. Which one is better is more about who you're more comfortable with. I hope it helps. Whistler 1040 Programming Thanks RDGDigital &amp; iMONITOR for the comments. I think I feel good about any
of them, but might just try as you suggested – try them lou9155 – Ease up. We are all so knowledgeable and step-by-step. I've been away from scanning for a few years and things have definitely changed. My first scan (actually monitoring) was with halicrafter (sp) dial tuneable tube type radio. There are no extras to get/buy. Recently
acquired UnidenBCD536HP - No extras required. (I understand that is write here about some manufacturers prearranging the program software.) Anyway, things are moving on Thanks_to RadioRef and all those Posted. iMONITOR – does any reading material psrEdit refer to Serial Ports. Do I have the right assumption (silly thing to do)
that this software will work on a USB Port? Also (I'm lazy here) do you know if psrEdit is compatible with Win-10 Yes, works with USB cables (as the scanners have USB-Serial Port conversion circuits inside of them). You must install the correct drivers to support USB cables that should come with a cable and/or scanner. Windows 10, no
problem! Thanks RDGDigital &amp; iMONITOR for the comments. I think I feel good about any of them, but might just try as you suggested – try them lou9155 – Ease up. We are all so knowledgeable and step-by-step. I've been away from scanning for a few years and things have definitely changed. My first scan (actually monitoring) was
with halicrafter (sp) dial tuneable tube type radio. There are no extras to get/buy. Recently acquired UnidenBCD536HP - No extras required. (I understand that is write here about some manufacturers prearranging the program software.) Anyway, things are moving forward. Thanks to RadioRef and all those who have posted. I apologize
for the rude reading of the USSREdit refers to Serial Ports. Do I have the right assumption (silly thing to do) that this software will work on a USB Port? Also (I'm lazy here) do you know if psrEdit is compatible with the Win-10 USB programming cable that comes with the scanner creates a virtual serial port. It will work just fine with this
cable. In fact, you might want to check the FTDI website to see if the cable driver has been updated. PSREdit500 will try to use direct access to a USB cable if you have the correct drivers for it. They are available here: Mike I'm afraid this poll is pointless. Unless the GRE (owner of the original patents) releases the right firmware
information, and no longer requires authors to pay a fee and (as I understand) sign the NDA without flashing information about what they find, there will never be any free programming software for these radios, no matter what Whistler could do mike page 2 whistler 1040 up and running. I like ;-) The USSREdit was used for programming.
There was a problem with both Win-7 and Win-10 about uploading to the scanner. Tried to load drivers though, but only had success with the Win-10 puter. Will work on win-7 puter as time permits. It took a few shots at it with the SSR program, but a bit of trial and error did the job. It's all that simple when you know what to do. Thanks
everyone for the help/encouragement of psrEdit Just A FWIW – Got a Win-7 puter working with psrEdit's upload process. It was necessary drivers installed. It didn't work last night when I tried it because I didn't give it enough time. It took several minutes to let everyone try to do it - be patient. Conclusion: Both Win-7 &amp; 10 will do
PSREdit programming just fine. Glad to hear it works for you! You!
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